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Learning objectives:
1. The participant will be able to name at least
two outcome measure for each manual and
power chair prescription.
2. The participant will be able to state at least
three specific features/programming
parameters for both manual and power
wheelchair setup which can have an impact
on the applied outcome measure.
3. The participant will be able to describe the
application of these resources for
documentation and funding for complex
rehab equipment.
Session description:
Clinical evaluation, whether it be traditional therapy
or wheelchair assessment, is no more than a case
study of one. The wheelchair provision process varies
widely from client choice without clinical input to a
fully- scripted wheelchair with clinical advanced
knowledge including clinical assessment, clinical
reasoning, trials, client participation and feedback.
Yet until recent years we have not implemented
evidenced based clinical outcome evaluation tools to
justify those recommendations. The intervention, in
this case, the specific mobility device can vary in
performance and affect functional performance. An
outcome assessment tool can help quantitatively and
qualitatively assess the intervention. They also have
application in the training, fit and adjustment of the
device to decrease repetitive strain syndromes,
energy conservation and establish safety in the use of
the device. Documenting the results of an applied
outcome measure can provide supportive justification
to the prescribing body such as a funder to support
the provision of the intervention. An active learning
model, such as demonstration and discussion, video,
audio and PowerPoint will be used to provide transfer
of learning. Specific models of practice and
assessment tools will be shared with references for
clinical application. These measures can significantly
improve the quality of our clinical practice.
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